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cormons
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david P charles

on march

number of latter day saints visited the
armenian cemetery of aintab modern gaziantep a then provincial
town in what is today southern central turkey in this group were two
american missionaries philip S maycock and joseph W booth and several armenian converts many of the area s christians were observing
shrove monday the first day of lent and the cemetery following armenian tradition was crowded with people picnicking and commemorating
the loss of loved ones recognizing the situation as an opportunity to
preach the gospel the saints gathered with some friends in a small ravine
nearby where they could discuss matters of faith in an undisturbed setting
within minutes however the little gathering drew the attention of large
numbers of curious onlookers initial acts of mischief grew more serious
and before long stones were flying A group of muslim soldiers patrolling
the grounds to ensure peace among the festive crowds intervened and
mormons
Mor mons the battle continued until the saints were
began to defend the cormons
escorted home under the guards protection see pp
ap 251 54 for booth s
march i3th
13th
irth journal entry
the events just described took place in the near final days of the
ottoman empire in an atmosphere of international tug of war and local
ethnoreligious conflict dozens of protestant missionary groups labored
among the empire s eastern christians promoting education and seeking
converts these missionaries focused their efforts primarily on the arme
anians
nians living in constantinople and the peninsula of asia minor the field
was already heavily contested when the first latter day saint missionaries
arrived in the i88os
188os yet their presence added a different and confusing element to the already diverse constellation of religions the protestants did
not appreciate competition from these newcomers with strange doctrines
mormons did not appreciate the protestants dissemination of
while the cormons
anti mormon propaganda amid the struggles of building a mormon conians several latter day saint missionaries
armenians
gregation
gre gation among the Armen
joseph W booth especially found unexpected friends in the followers of
islam drawing on contemporary diaries and correspondence this essay
will search for the reasons behind the stone throwing episode in the
process it will also seek to illuminate the specific patterns of interaction
mormons
between protestants cormons
Mormons muslims and armenian christians
13
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the turkish mission and joseph W booth
mormon missionary work in the ottoman empire began in constantinople on the last day of 1884 1 early scattered efforts in constantinople
egypt and palestine resulted in a few baptisms among the german
colonies of palestine and among various ethnic groups in the cosmopolitan
turkish capital 2 but the mission lacked focus and struggled without success to establish a body of committed converts anywhere in the region in
fall 1888 the president of the turkish mission ferdinand R
E hintze set out
mlle journey after taking a boat
on an eleven month three thousand mile
from constantinople to samsoun on the southern shore of the black sea
he traveled southward through asia minor toward palestine 3 in each of
the twelve towns he visited hintze found the armenians
Armen ians the largest
christian group in asia minor at the time to be the most receptive to his
message he felt particularly welcome at aintab where the people flocked
around me by scores and from early morning until late in the evening
asked questions concerning the gospel 4
As a result of this exploratory journey hintze decided to move the
mission headquarters eastward from the empires
empires capital to the towns of
asia minor he rented a house in aintab which served as the church s base
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i joseph W booth 1866 1928
booth served three missions in the
FIG

1

middle east as an elder 1898 1902
as president of the turkish mission 1903 09 and as president of
the armenian mission 1921 28
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of operations from 1889 until 1907 initial
progress was slow seven years after the
house contract was signed church atten
dance at aintab still numbered on average only twelve but conditions improved
over the next several years with the adult
membership of the aintab branch
increasing to around sixty by 1898
one of the greatest difficulties of the
turkish mission at aintab and else
where was poverty unemployment
ran high among the armenian popula
tion of asia minor and converting to
mormonism made it even more difficult to find and retain employment 5
throughout the duration of latter day
saint missionary activity in the middle
east mission leaders sought to form a self
supporting colony of saints As a step
toward this goal which was never real
iced president hintze and the elders
ized
organized a small weaving business for
the armenian members at aintab the

enterprise later known as the LDS
weaving works was started in january
1899 with sashes as the main product up to eight male weavers worked in
a small shop with five looms the shop was also intended to be a place
where conversations about the church could take place 6
the month of january 1899 also saw the arrival of joseph wilford
booth fig i at mission headquarters in aintab A graduate of the brigham
young academy booth worked as a schoolteacher in alpine utah and
montpelier idaho prior to being called to the turkish mission in 1898 his
extensive journals record in great detail the life of a missionary in the mid
dle east where he served three missions over a thirty year period 7 booth
was a skilled writer and speaker his prose is lucid and rich and combines
detailed description with opinionated commentary
although booth described the cemetery incident in some detail his
account leaves one question entirely unanswered in fact it is never raised
given the elders sympathetic attitude toward the armenian people and
the fact that they were accompanied by several local armenian converts it
is surprising that their presence should cause such antagonism their
intentions and actions were entirely peaceful for what reasons did the
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crowd or certain elements of it react with such hostility the answer
appears to lie in the composition and structure of turkish society at the
end of the nineteenth century underlying the interaction of daily life was
a delicate balance of ethnic religious and political forces this balance
cormons estabcould easily be upset and when that occurred as when mormons
lished a presence in aintab the disruption often resulted in violence

the ottoman millet system and western missionaries
by the end of the nineteenth century the region around aintab had
long been home to diverse and competing political and religious powers
antioch where jesus followers were first called christians lies near both
aintab and aleppo a large town south of aintab that also became a center
of latter day saint missionary activity muslims conquered the area in the
seventh century and subsequently settled there among the jews and christians the following centuries marked by the crusades and a host of other
complex factors brought changing fortunes to each of the region s three
monotheistic faiths in 1453 constantinople was captured by the ottomans
who proceeded to establish a vast islamic empire reaching at its height from
budapest to the black sea and from the caspian sea to north africa 8
following earlier muslim arab practice the ottoman turks recognized christians and jews as ahl al kitab or people of the book this status
seif governance
afforded these minority groups a degree of protection and self
non muslim subjects of the sultan were subjected to discrimination but
by and large without persecution 9 in practice this came to mean that
each religious community millet enjoyed relative autonomy in civic and
religious affairs millet status was conferred upon three groups the jewish
greek and armenian orthodox communities in the early years of
ottoman rule the head of each community answered to the turkish
authorities jurisdiction extended to a large number of activities including
betrothal marriage and divorce wills and inheritance education and church
property the millet system kept each social group in its place and thereby
facilitated the functioning of a society as diverse as that under ottoman
control it also led to a stratification and formalization of religious and
social patterns 10
both the millet system itself and the social order it was meant to maintain were challenged by the arrival of western missionaries from the seventee
enteenth
nth century roman catholics proselytized among the oriental or
non chalcedonian churches seeking to bring converts into the roman
mother church inroads were made among each of the oriental churches
those who broke away formed uniate churches that is churches in union
with rome 11 because the millet system generally did not distinguish
between civic and religious affairs conversion posed a serious problem
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an alliance with rome obviously no longer

wished to be under the jurisdiction of the armenian orthodox church
leaders this situation led in 1830 to the recognition by the ottoman government of the religious autonomy of the armenian catholic community
Armen ians one for the tradithere were now two separate millets for the armenians
tional orthodox church the other for the armenian catholic churches 12
Armen ians
the catholics were not alone in seeking converts among the armenians
indeed as the nineteenth century progressed protestants overwhelmingly
from america became the dominant missionary force among the arme
anians
nians and in the middle east in general this period was as historian K S
latourette famously called it the great century of missions 13 by the end
of the nineteenth century every nominally christian country and almost
every denomination had begun to take its share in the support of the mis1114
14
sionary cause 7714
of the missionary societies founded during this period
one is of particular importance here the american board of commissioners for foreign missions established in 1810 and composed primarily of
rians this organization sent the largest
presbyterians
congregationalists and Presbyte
number of protestant missionaries to the middle east 15 early hopes of
success among jews muslims and christians faded within a decade of the
arrival of the first missionaries in the levant by 1830 the protestants
focused almost exclusively on the eastern christians

american protestants and the oriental churches
american protestantism at the time took a strongly negative view of
the state of oriental christianity the latter was considered degenerate
16
accordingly the missionaries task was to
corrupt and christless 1116
restore the oriental churches to their original purity and vitality 17 until
a spiritual renovation of eastern christianity had been accomplished it
yett
met
was argued there could be no hope that muslims would convert 18 ye
opinions differed as to how to bring about this spiritual reconquest of the
lost provinces of the church 19 while early missionaries sought friendly
cooperation with the oriental churches and their leaders and specifically
avoided establishing a new church this approach was later challenged by
rufus anderson and other leaders of the american board 20 anderson
defined the leading object of the board s missions as raising self
supporting self propagating and self governing churches with permanent
congregations the missionaries lost the struggle for control over the mission s direction in the future success would be measured in terms of the
number of converts won and of new churches established 21
although the missionaries had struggled from the beginning to avoid
a split with the armenian church the boards new more aggressive
approach made a break inevitable in 1846 the armenian patriarch who
5

1
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had for years been warning his congregations to avoid fellowship with
such heretics issued a bull of excommunication against all evangelical
evangelical and protestant were used interchangeably
Armen ians
armenians
because of the combined civil ecclesiastical structure of the armenian millet this move essentially de nationalized them ten days later forty arme
anians
nians formally organized the evangelical armenian church in 1850
operating under pressure from western powers the sultan issued an edict
officially confirming the protestant community as a separate millet 22
the 1850 edict firman increased the pace of protestant expansion by
that date around ten protestant congregations had already been founded
with a total of over two hundred members one of these early churches
the first formed in the highlands of asia minor was established at aintab
in 1848 with eight members this location with its large armenian population about ten thousand was among the mission s most fruitful fields
A permanent station was set up in 1849 and two decades later membership
had grown from eight to 350 the missionaries later referred to the work
3323
3123
23
there as a wonder 1123
with the geographical expansion of the armenian
mission largely completed by 1870 other developments began to claim
the missionaries attention education remained an important aspect of the
protestants presence throughout the middle east in 1874 the central
turkey college was founded at aintab the first of several protestant colleges established in asia minor 24 medical missionary work was also conducted in turkey in the i87os
1870s initially on a small scale A hospital was built
in aintab which is still in use today though under state ownership 25
the numerical success of the protestant mission among the oriental
churches was accompanied by troubling and paradoxical consequences
the shift in the boards approach toward the establishment of protestant
armenian churches led to a rupture of the initially cooperative relationship
between protestants and eastern church leaders the ideal of partnership
gradually faded into mutual denunciation and a fierce battle for armenian
souls the boards original goal for the middle east had been first to
revive the knowledge and spirit of the gospel among the eastern chris326
26
edans 126
tians and secondly by this means to operate upon the moharnmedans
Mohamm
mohammedans
by the end of the nineteenth century however both of these goals were
overshadowed by present realities and abandoned or at least deferred
the missionaries conceded that the conversion of the mohammedan
race was still a distant goal toward which little progress had been made
the spiritual reform of the oriental churches had likewise not come to
pass all efforts were now placed on conversion 27
the grim effects that protestant and earlier catholic expansion had
on the eastern churches are summarized in the following observation
in the end by an ironic turn of events it was from these eastern churches
that almost all the eastern protestants were to be wrested so that the great
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mission aimed at the conversion of non christians was not only diverted
from its objective but it even contributed to the still further weakening of the
ancient churches which it first had wished to support 28

this was understood by the early protestant missionaries to establish
an evangelical armenian church and encourage conversion would
because of the combined civil ecclesiastical nature of the armenian
millet necessarily have far greater consequences than a mere realignment
of an individuals religious affiliation indeed many were under the
Armen ians greeks or As
assyrians
impression that they would cease to be armenians
syrians if
they became protestants 29 the foreign churches intended to divide what
had previously been a dual but integral armenian identity grounded in the
nation and the national church even those sympathetic to the lasting
benefits of the protestant presence such as increased educational opportunities
tuni ties and improved relations with the west had to admit that it con30
tributed
to the enfeeblement of the nation 1130
tri
LDS missionaries
the ambiguity in the legal status of
oflds
oflas

in 1830 the armenian catholics became the fourth millet in the
ottoman empire and in 1850 the protestants became the fifth vigorous
missionary activity by the catholics resulted in the conferral of millet status on a number of uniate churches so that by 1914 the total number of
millets had risen to over fifteen 31 one confessional group however was
cormons
Mormons
never granted millet status the mormons
being outside of the protection offered by millet status was a severe
hindrance to missionary work quite early in the history of the turkish
mission hintze lamented
we have no rights and one being baptized

to imprisonment and
we need to get upon
banishment indefinitely taxes are also increased
sure footing as soon as possible about the first question asked by the natives
is have you a government license
is liable

he later added
all churches in the empire must be recognized by the government otherwise
they are put to endless inconvenience even in the burying of a dead person
which is all done under church direction if a man s church be not recognized
12
he finds no 2x6 for his dead easily 32
11

other aspects of the endless inconvenience experienced by latter day saint
missionaries included restrictions usually temporary against public preaching traveling publishing books or tracts and holding public meetings
mormons to achieve millet status reflects their conthe failure of the cormons
dition of legal and theological ambiguity among the religions in the
empire the latter day saint missionaries could not comprehend why they
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2001
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of all religions should be denied government recognition the ottoman
cormons
government on the other hand could not understand why the mormons
kept pressing for recognition which in effect would have meant millet status of their own separate from the otherwise unified protestant commutez kera or local travel passport was
tezkere
nity on one occasion booths tezkera
confiscated because it contained the word mormon which the officials
did not recognize as a legitimate confessional category booth was
informed he wrote to the millennial star that he could not have it back
unless I1 strike out the word mormon and insert therein the name of some
other sect which of course he was not about to do 33
E
E F
all these difficulties could have been avoided years earlier when R
hintze learned after some investigation that the empires entire protestant
community was legally represented by one mr boyadjian the president of
the bible house in constantinople hintze was informed that he could
mormons to be grouped among the protestant community
apply for the cormons
should he wish to do so boyadjian told him then we must investigate
your faith and if it is so that we can embrace it in our code all right
meaning that henceforth the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
would be officially recognized as part of the umbrella of protestant communities
muni ties unless the bid was rejected as it was for the seventh day adventists hintze gave the matter some thought and sent a carefully worded
response a few days later
rev sir
upon mature thought of the whole subject upon which we talked
couple of days ago I1 feel convinced that we should not ask you to be numbered in your community as protestants we are not protestants we are a
distinct church differing from all others in many points of doctrine we are
protestants only in this that we are not catholics 1I have arrived at this conclusion upon a thorough consideration of what you said to me that is that
you would have to be personally responsible for the doctrines and religious
practices of all who are numbered as protestants 1I therefore conclude it
unfair to ask you to do that which you cannot do for us consistently
a

the

price for government recognition being too high hintze chose
legal limbo over security and protection he rejected the implications and
consequences of sharing protestant millet status despite the enormous
benefits this might have had on his publishing and other mission efforts
hintze did not end the letter on a note of rejection however
but if he continued we can enter upon some understanding whereby we
may be relieved of unfair taxation and other grievances of which our people
complain 1I should be very much gratified that we may the better understand one another and be tolerant toward one another as christians ought to
be and that you may fully know our doctrines I1 ask you respectfully for an
interview with the committee of which you spoke that we may not be
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misunderstood nor misrepresented thanking you in advance for this favor 1I
remain very respectfully yours obediently F F hintze 34

there is no record that the proposed meeting ever took place

the aintab cemetery incident
the foregoing considerations

help illuminate the cultural and religious milieu of asia minor at the end of the nineteenth century when the
mormons
cormons moved their headquarters from constantinople to aintab in
1889 they joined an already complex melange of ethnic and religious identities in the course of their missionary activity and travels in asia minor
and other areas of the middle east they crossed paths with a large and
bewildering variety of peoples jews sunni muslims shiite muslims
greek orthodox greek catholics syrian orthodox syrian catholics
Maro nites
marosites
armenian orthodox armenian catholics armenian protestants maronites
Nest orians chaldaean catholics latin christians
copts
coats coptic catholics nestorians
as well as protestant missionaries from a number of different persuasions
the cemetery incident of 1899 can be understood only in the context of
this intricate religious tangle in the middle east at the turn of the cen3135
1135
35
tury 0135
for protestants worldwide this was the golden day for missionary
expansion many believed in the literal fulfillment of a popular slogan of
3736
1136
36
the time the evangelization of the world in this generation 3336
in distant turkey the goal to spread protestantism meant fierce competition for
converts from the armenian and other eastern churches furthermore feelings of mutual mistrust existed between muslims and christians catholics
Armen ians and
and protestants between the now divided groups of armenians
between different protestant groups armenians
Armen ians of all denominations continued to be persecuted by the turkish government and foreign missionaries were suspected of seditious and treasonous activity their educational
work contributed if unwittingly to the armenian nationalist cause 37
how might one explain the crowd s unruly behavior toward the peaceful mormon gathering several possibilities seem plausible in consideration
of the factors discussed thus far assuming that the christian mob was
Armenians the agitators might have been one of
composed exclusively of armenians
these groups armenian orthodox objecting to the threat posed by western missionaries and their divisive influence on the armenian church and
Armen ians incited by anti mormon rumors
armenian people protestant armenians
circulating at the time a mixed crowd simply protesting against these mormon trespassers because burials were under the jurisdiction of each millet cemeteries generally were segregated according to religion or any
combination of these
in spring 1899 only four mormon missionaries served in the entire
turkish mission the number fluctuated between one and ten four was
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FIG 2 members and missionaries of the aintab branch september 281903 the male
latter day saint missionaries are all wearing white shirts suits and ties president
joseph W booth is at the far right edge of the photo in front of the door elder reno W
vance wearing a fez turkish hat is in the middle of the group sister reba booth her
face shaded by a large hat is directly to the viewers right of elder vance A mustached
elder alma J holdaway sits to the viewer s right of sister booth president albert herman is to the viewers left of elder vance looking away from the camera nersis
plia
Pila yian
pilavjian
pilayian
pilafian
ylan armenian member and future president of the branch wears a fez and a

light colored mustache and stands partially obscured behind president herman

the year before elder hintze had returned to turkey

with apostle
anthon H lund to investigate the condition of the mission hintze
remained for two years working mostly in constantinople on administrative matters 38 the mission president at the time was philip S maycock
who had come to turkey from the swiss and german mission along with
andrew L larson 39 the fourth missionary was joseph W booth fig 2
who had been in aintab just over two months when the stone throwing
episode occurred with him in aintab was president maycock elder larAlex andretta
son was in aleppo and elder hintze was traveling between alexandretta
and smyrna on his way to constantinople 40
six years after the cemetery incident booth again in aintab returned
to the armenian cemetery with his wife reba he described the event in
his journal
typical

reba & 1I took a walk through the cemetery where there were multitudes of
people 1I estimated them at from 15000 to 20000 people see fig 3 for a
wandered around through the tombs and met many
related scene we
friends and held conversation with some of them
what a difference of
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feeling among the people towards us from what there was about 6 years ago
when elder maycock and I1 were driven from these grounds under a shower
of stones now we have hundreds of friends among them during the day a
number of friends called to see us 41

it is a tribute to booth and his fellow missionaries that this difference
of feeling had come about booth was known as a very congenial person
who impressed all those who came in contact with him as a christian and
42 years
of constructive interaction
gentleman of the highest character 1142
with leaders and members of other faiths led to much improved relations
between the denominations the latter day saints it would appear had
become an accepted feature on the heterogeneous religious landscape of
asia minor

david P charles dpcharieshotmailcom
dpcharleshotmailcom received a BA in comparative litera
ture from brigham young university he also holds an mst in the study of religion
from oxford university where he is currently a graduate student in social anthropology
1i see james A toronto
early missions to ottoman turkey syria and palestine out of obscurity the LDS church in the twentieth century salt lake city
deseret book 2000 339 62 david P charles you had the alps but we the mount
of olives mormon missionary travel in the middle east 1884 1928 mormon

throughout the middle east people of differing faiths follow the time honored
custom of visiting the graves of loved ones and esteemed religious figures photographer charles ellis johnson 1903
FIG 3
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historical studies 1i spring 2000 93 126 and rao H lindsay A history of the missionary activities of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in the near east
1884 1929 masters thesis brigham young university 1958
millennial star
2 see F F hintze abstract of correspondence
staro
50 september 17
1888

603 4

see F F hintze the turkish mission deseret weekly september 28
1889
281889
418 george teasdale to elder F F hintze july 71887 george teasdale to president F F
1888 and journal of F F hintze june 20
1887 and august 21 1888
hintze july 26
261888
201887
typescripts
Typescripts of hintze s journals as well as all the cited letters that were written by or
addressed to him are in the authors possession
millennial star 51 january 14
4 F F hintze abstract of correspondence
3

1889

28

see anthon H lund more from the turkish mission millennial star 60
may 51898 278 79 and journal of
offF F hintze december 121898
6 on the weaving enterprise see philip S maycock
abstract of correspondence millennial star 61 march 23
1899 189 92 A L larson to F F hintze janu231899
ary 20
1899 journal of joseph wilford booth january 30 february 3 6 may 24 26
201899
june 30 july 221899
1899 J W booth to F F hintze april 14
offF F hintze
1900 journal of
141900
F
march 21
1899 A H lund to elder F P
1898 january 9 january 21 may 15 june 331899
211898
hintze december 271898 philip S maycock to F F hintze january 18
1899 A L
181899
1899 P S maycock to F F hintze january 25
larson to F F hintze january 20
201899
F F
1899 anthon H lund to pastor F F hintze march 10
1899 J W booth to elder P
lo
101899
hintze july 18 1899 J W booth to elder F F hintze november 271899 lorenzo
snow to elder F F hintze december 131899 and J W booth to F F hintze april 14
1900 the journals of joseph wilford booth are kept in the L tom perry special collections harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
72 74 and journal of
7 see lindsay A history of the missionary activities
joseph wilford booth january 551899
1899
8 see jason goodwin lords of the horizons A history of the ottoman empire
london vintage 1999
9 benjamin braude and bernard lewis introduction in christians and jews in
the ottoman empire the functioning of a plural society ed benjamin brande and
vols new york holmes and meier 1982 13
berhard lewis 2 VOIS
10
io W H C frend christianity in the middle east survey down to AD 1800
in religion in the middle east three religions in concord and conflict ed A J arberry
VOIS
cambridge cambridge university press 1969 1256 the exact origins and
2 vols
early development of the millet system are not clear it appears at this point in the
scholarly debate that the system was not as has often been assumed a uniform system
millet
mii
milletheld
heid a variety of meanings over the centuries and
held
letheld
of ottoman practice the term mil
only in the nineteenth as it came to mean a nation and no longer a religious commu
comma
anity
nity per se does it seem to have settled into its modern meaning in previous centuries ottoman relations with its non muslim subjects varied widely according to
time place government and community see the essays collected in braude and lewis
christians and jews especially chapters 1i 3 and 8
11 see robert brenton betts christians in the arab east A political study athens
Lyca
bettus 1975
lycabettus
12 K V sarkissian
the armenian church in religion in the middle east 1499
on the roman catholic missions see stephen neill A history of christian missions id
ed london penguin 1986
151 78
1986151
the age of the most exten13 latourette applied this phrase to the period 1800 1914
sive geographic spread of christianity others have the great century beginning as
5
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early as 1792 see kenneth scott latourette A history of the expansion of christianity
7 vols london eyre and spottiswoode 1938 45 61 elsewhere he has written the
ninety nine years from 1815 to 1914 formed a distinct period in the history of mankind
and of christianity
because of a combination of geographic expansion inner vitality
and the effect upon mankind as a whole they constituted the greatest century which
christianity had thus far known kenneth scott latourette A history of christianity
vols new york harper and brothers 1953 21063
21063
reformation to the present 2 VOIS
14 neill A history of christian missions 214 15
15 see clifton J phillips protestant america and the pagan world the first half
iglo
century of the american board of commissioners for foreign missions 1810
ibio 1860 cambridge mass east asian research center harvard university 1969 and william E
strong the story of the american board an account of the first hundred years of the
american board of offoreign
foreign commissioners for foreign missions boston pilgrim iglo
1910
16 julius richter A history of protestant missions in the near east new york
fleming H revell 1910
iglo 67415
37 richter A history of protestant missions 72
17
18 objects of the missions to the oriental churches and the means of prosecuting them missionary herald 35 1839 39 44 in karnal
kamal
kamai
karnai salibi and yousef khoury
eds the missionary herald reports from ottoman syria 1819 1870 5 vols amman
inter faith studies 1995 3160 61
royal institute for interfaith
of protestant missions 73
19 richter A history ofprotestant
Orientalischen kirchen ursprung und
au amerika und die orientalischen
20 see peter kawerau
Kawer
anfang der amerikanischen mission unter den nationalkirchen
Westa siens berlin walNationalkirchen westasiens
ter de gruyter 1958 364 424 thomas otakar kutvirt the development of the mis
Armen ians at constantinople through 1846 armenian review 37 winter
sion to the armenians
1984 39 and salibi and khoury missionary herald 3162
21 kutvirt the development of the mission 38 4450 51 see also A L tibawi
tinawi
american interests in syria 1800 1901 A study of educational literary and religious

i

work oxford claredon 1966107
1966 107
22 kutvirt the development of the mission

45

46

the protestant

millet

affirmed by imperial decree in 1850 appears to have included greeks syrians arme
anians
nians and members of other communities see james thayer addison the christian
approach to the moslem new york columbia university press 1942 87 n 6 see also
salahi ramsdan
Armen ians victims of great power diplomacy
ramadan sonyel
conyel the ottoman armenians
Sonyels work though unbalanced is
london K rustum and brother 1987 5 6 sonyels
well researched and contains much useful information and Kawer
kawerau
au amerika und die
orientalischen
Orienta lischen kirchen 496 501 for the plan of church organization for the evangelical armenians
Armen ians the confession of faith and the discipline see Kawer
kawerau
au amerika und
die orientalischen
Orientalischen kirchen 633 39
au amerika und die orientalischen
kawerau
Orienta lischen kirchen 499 501 addison the
23 Kawer
protestant missions 125 joseph L grabill
christian approach 87 richter A history of
ofprotestant
protestant diplomacy and the near east missionary influence on american policy
1810 1927 minneapolis university of minnesota press 1971 15
24 richter A history of protestant missions 131 157 addison the christian
approach 90 131 grabill protestant diplomacy 26 see also george miller aleppo
fulfilment muslim world 57 january 1967 42 45 and frank
college failure or fulfillment
academies for
study for the rationale program and impact
andrews stone academiesfor
fot anatolia A studyfor
of the educational institutions sponsored by the american board in turkey 1830 1980
lanham md university press ofamerica 1984
protestant missions 133 john A de novo american interofprotestant
25 richter A history of
ests and policies in the middle east 1900 1939 minneapolis university of minnesota
press 1963 259
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salibi and khoury missionary herald 3160
3366 italics in original
27 richter A history of protestant missions 412
28 jeanmichel
jean michel hornus the lutheran and reformed churches in religion in
the middle east 1537
29 hornus the lutheran and reformed churches 1549
armenia
armenla ed terenig
derenig poladian trans G marofarmenia
30 malachia ormanian the church of
ad rev ed london A R mowbray 1955 72 other armenian writers
car gregory 2d
were far less certain about the supposed benefits see for example abel abrahamian
armenia london faith 1920
the church and faith ofarmenia
of armenla
31 kamel S abu jaber the millet system in the nineteenth century ottoman
empire muslim world 57 july 1967 214 see also lootfy levonian the millet system in the middle east muslim world 42 april 1952 go
90 96
1889 418
281889
32 F F hintze the turkish mission deseret weekly september 28
F F hintze letter from elder hintze deseret weekly december 771889
1889 763
33 joseph wilford booth the gospel in syria millennial star 66 july 281904
26

477 78
34 journal

of
1899
offF F hintze april 22 26
261899
of eastern christianity london methuen 1968 218
35 aziz S atiya A history ofeastern
36 william R hutchison errand to the world american protestant thought and
foreign missions chicago university of chicago press 1987 9119937 the historian john joseph has written two highly interesting monographs
on the complex tensions between religious groups in the middle east john joseph
muslim christian relations and inter christian rivalries in the middle east the case of
assyr
the jacobites in an age of transition albany SUNY press 1983 and the modern assar
ians of the middle east encounters with western christian missions archaeologists and
colonial powers leiden brill 2000
38 lindsay A history of missionary activities 68 72 journal of F F hintze
march 271898
millennial star 59 august 26
1897 542 and
39 releases and appointments
261897
releases and appointments millennial star 62 june 281900 409
40 journal of joseph wilford booth january 51899 philip S maycock abstract
of correspondence millennial star 61 march 23 1899 189 92 A L larson and
philip S maycock abstract of correspondence millennial star 61 april 20
1899
201899
12 i61899
offF F hintze march 12161899
245 46 and journal of
41 journal of joseph wilford booth may 1i 1905
42 kevork A sarafian A briefer history of aintab los angeles union of the
ians of aintab 1957 76
Armen
armenians
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account by joseph wilford booth march 131899
mon 13
Armenians
it was the first day of the great 50 day fast of the armenians
that is for that length of time they abstain from meats and oil 1 while we
garouch
were at our reading bro garouch2
barouch2 came in and told us of the event and
called our attention to the multitudes of people out among the tombs on
the hillside south of the city and winding their way to the top of the gently
elevaton
sloping ele
vaton on the summit of which stately stands the residence &
elevator
school of the late mr molten 3 frequently we glanced through our windows and over the flat roofs of ruder and moor humble dwellings than our
own 4 to watch the motly crowd far out in the distant hills but little dreaming that ere the sun went down we would be the center of attraction for all
that mighty host and not only this but the very objects of their ignorant
cule
redicule
redi
and wicked pedicule
soon after noon we spruced up a bit and first made our way to the
shop where the brethren were at work and there held a lengthy discussion with a number of callers among whom were some we had before
talked with
A number of the brethren left their work and accompanied us out
through the seme
semetery
cemetery
tery where people could be seen in all directions singly
and in groups seated around the grave of some loved one i hith with
er
eryy cries and
bowed heads and 1I suppose weeping hearts for some of their epy
ey
moans were piteous to hear as we passed along
scarily entered the city of the dead before the people
but we had scarcly
appear antly forgetting for the
from all sides began to set the gaze on us appearantly
time those over whose ashes they had come to utter their lamentations and
remember ances
pour their tears of mournful rememberances
i it is the first day of lent a six week period followed by holy week culminating
in easter day together these seven weeks constitute the forty eight day paschal
abstinence during this time only nourishment of a vegetable kind is permitted for
everything which belongs to the animal kingdom is regarded as meat diet honey is the
igo days of abstinence each year ormanian the
only exception altogether there are 160
1eglise
itglise armeni
armenian church 155 64 see also N adontz
adonte les fetes et les saints de leglise
Chritien 261927
chretien
26 1927 28 74 104
enne revue de iorient
focient chritien261927
forient
lorient
225 78
104225
barouch bezjian belonged from the start to the aintab weaving business he
2 garouch
and his wife dudu were members of the aintab branch and booth was a frequent
Mil
millenial
lenial star 61
guest at their home see discourse by president F M lyman millennial
march
1899 189 92 journal of F F hintze january 7 9 1899 and journal of
march231899
231899
23
april281899
1899
1899 april
joseph wilford booth january12
january 12
251899
281899 and may 25
121899
3 identity unknown
4 in march 1898 a house was rented in aintab from a mr vartan nuradern
gla
gia
gian
glan
giana
it included 4 rooms in the upper story & 4 rooms in the lower story with
gianj
1

nj
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higher up the hill side and beyond the main p arty part of the necropolis could be seen groups here and there seated around their meal boards
enjoying picnic such as it was and as we passed along we were frequently
invited to dine with them which we declined with thanks reaching near
the top of the hill which is perhaps moe
foe
lle five or six furlongs from5 the edge
of the city we met a number of friends with whom bro maycock had conversed before and who now desired to hear more of our doctrine it had
been suggested before that we hold a meeting and preach to the people
but some of the local br ethern deemed it not wise and so it pass on now
came a opportunity to present the gospie to a few of our friends and in
order to attract as little attention as possible we repaired to a spot a few
hundred yds
ads away from the great mmith concourse of people and there quietly sat among the rocks and little ledges of a small ravine our presence
was soon detected and one after another & group after group came stringcapsa
ing along until we were entirely surrounded by a army of bright red caps6
beneath which grim dusky dirty as well as fair and shilling
sm illing faces greeted
smilling
us in every direction
findly between bro maycock and his
the conversation began mindly
friendly antagonests
antagonists it waxed warmer and warmer though not reaching
pres W
ofpres
samuela arose and taking his
M 7 bro samuel8
undue excitement by request of

kitchen and out house conveniences the elders and some of the saints lived there for
around two years when booth decided to move to a different building vartan made
strong objections and claimed that we were bound by an agreement of bros hintze &
apostle anthon H lund to remain here three years longer the dispute was eventually settled in court where one officer said to vartan we have great confidence in
americans for their truthfulness they may steal commit adul
adultry
adultly
try murder and rob but
they will not lie and we can not be trusted like them journal of joseph wilford booth
march 14 september 771900
igol april 661901
igol may 151901
111901
1901
1901
1900 february ii
5 philip S maycock president of the turkish mission
6 booth refers here to the fez once a common sight throughout turkey this red
hat is the traditional turkish headgear which took its name from the city of fez in
morocco it is a brimless red felt cap shaped as a truncated cone with a flat crown to
which a tassel is often attached it was abolished by mustafa kemal ataturk
atatiirk in 1925 E van
donzell comp islamic desk reference leiden brill 1994 lol
donzel
101
loi
iol
7 president maycock
8 samuel or shamuel kuchuk kevorkian
keorkian or kevorkian a member of the
church at aintab booth described in detail the funeral of samuels young daughter
who died shortly after booths arrival at aintab samuel apparently moved to aleppo
afterwards he is rarely mentioned in booth s journal until the spring of 1901
igol when
booth wrote
A very sad event occurred
occured during the night and the news came to us early
and filled our hearts with sorrow for several months our brother shamuel

has been on the wayward track and many are the pityful
cityful stories of his
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position on the edge of little precipice began his discourse interruptions
soon followed and ere long he was pushed off from his rock rostrum which
created a roar of laughter
bobish
resuming his position he continued a few minutes when the mobish
mus s I ulment
listeners99 drew the attention of
ulmeno soldiers who werr out to
ofmussulmen10
listeners
keep peace among the great gathering 11
they rushed up & dispersed the crowd but on learning that we
peacable
were only indulging in a peaceable
pea cable meeting they gathered about and bade
us proceed
the crowd returned with increased numbers and bro samuel continued his remarks but with difficulty as the soldiers themselves were unable
to keep the rabble in order
soon small stones began to light about him tossed by some from the
outter
butter rings of the crowd and the opposition soon grew to hatred
shouts of derision came from the throats of the maddening throng and
despelled
the officers perceiving the situation again de
dispelled them and warned us to
spelled
tumultous
tumult ous roar of all those hungo while they were there to protect us the tumultuous
dreds as we moved away was interesting to say the least we were closly
clisly folserpents of satan but the muss
mussulman
mussulmen
ulmen kept them
lowed by these impious servents
from touching us larger stones were hurled over our heads and several
struck us but with no harmful effect
1

disobedience that have come to us from haleb
caleb aleppo we have talked to
and brighten our
him much and at times he would exhibit a good spirit
hopes some 10
io days ago he came to aintab on business and has been here
since in town but calling very little on us now we hear that during the past
night while in a drunken state he drew his pistle and shot a man whose
recovery now is doubtful shamuel has escaped but the officers are on the
embar assing
embarrassing
watch for him the affair places us and the church here in a very embarassing
condition as our enemies are glad to make it appear that the church is responsible journal of joseph wilford booth january 7 24 1899 february 12
april 9 20
1899 march 15 april 141901
201899

the midsentence insertion of question marks

of booths
journals a rhetorical gesture meant to highlight a blatantly ironic word or phrase
10 muslim
11 both booth and maycock make special mention of the fact that the cemetery
guards were muslim assigning muslim guards was common practice throughout the
empire this practice was both a visible demonstration of turkish authority and a preventive measure against the very real possibility of hostility among christians christian holy sites such as the church of the holy sepulchre in jerusalem were also guarded
cocks letter shows the gospel plan millennial star 61
by muslim soldiers see maycocvs
maycocks
May
jaycocks
april 201899 246 47 elder joseph M tanner wrote in 1886 during a visit to jerusalem
9

is a regular feature

it is a sad comment on christianity when the turkish government is forced
to put guards in some of the churches held as common property by different
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brave sons of mohamed returned the compliment for us and
though their aim was poor the size odthe
the stones and the force with
of
ofthe
which the missias
missils were sent flying at our persecutors told of the earnestness
of those who freely offered their service in our defense what a picture to
see the followers of the great founder of islam guarding a few humble advocates of peace and good will from the desperate attacks of a christian
mob no wonder the intolerant wretches are designated as dogs 12 by
their more liberal & high minded superiors 13 whose religeon 14 though
less elevating in its precepts is still lived up to more closely by its adherents
adhe
adherants
rants
1I am afraid these poor self righteous pharisaical bigots when they come
into that blessed rest that house of many mansions will find themselves crowded into the basement longingly looking up the cellar steps at
mohamedian15
their moha
median 15 friends enjoying the comforts of the first floor if their
mohamedian
treatment of us to day is any criterion on which to base a conclusion 1I am
not far wrong in my decission through the curious crowd we made our
way home while all along the way we were the center of attraction of thousands whooping
whoop ing and yelling like a hoard of heathers
heathens
he
athens just let loose
from prison
the officers accompanied us to the door for which we thanked them
and gave tham a backshish16
troub ble the city is in an uproar
backshisl16 for their troubble
over the affair and we rejoice in the fact that this sect is every where spoken against we trust that a few honest souls at least will be lead to further
investigate the truth and that our days cutting will not be in vain 17

christian denominations to keep riots down and preserve peace no wonder
the mussulman looks with contempt upon the hypocrisy of modern christi
tianity J M tanner in syria millennial star 48 may 24 1886
i886j 333 34
ethnic and religious groups used a variety of epithets to characterize one
another christians were often called dogs see richter A history of protestant mis12

sions 414
13

the turks

islam
15 muslim
16 A small amount of money given as a gratuity for services provided or as an aim
alm
to the sick and the elderly the line between gratuity and bribe was very thin see
charles you had the alps but we the mount of olives 96 nn 23 28
cormons better known in
17 while the events of the day certainly made the mormons
aintab booth does not mention any direct results of the occasion during the month
that followed
14
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